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Blast is an automati veri ation tool for he king temporal safety properties of C programs. Blast is based on lazy predi ate
abstra tion driven by interpolation-based predi ate dis overy. In this paper, we present the Blast spe i ation language. The language spe i es
program properties at two levels of pre ision. At the lower level, monitor
automata are used to spe ify temporal safety properties of program exeutions (tra es). At the higher level, relational rea hability queries over
program lo ations are used to ombine lower-level tra e properties. The
two-level spe i ation language an be used to break down a veri ation
task into several independent alls of the model- he king engine. In this
way, ea h all to the model he ker may have to analyze only part of
the program, or part of the spe i ation, and may thus su eed in a redu tion of the number of predi ates needed for the analysis. In addition,
the two-level spe i ation language provides a means for stru turing and
maintaining spe i ations.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion

Blast, the Berkeley Lazy Abstra tion Software veri ation Tool, is a fully automati engine for software model he king [11℄. Blast uses ounterexample-

guided predi ate abstra tion re nement to verify temporal safety properties of
C programs. The tool in rementally onstru ts an abstra t rea hability tree
(ART) whose nodes are labeled with program lo ations and truth values of
predi ates. If a path that violates the desired safety property is found in the
ART, but is not a feasible path of the program, then new predi ate information
is added to the ART in order to rule out the spurious error path. The new predi ate information is added on-demand and lo ally, following the twin paradigms
of lazy abstra tion [11℄ and interpolation-based predi ate dis overy [8℄. The proedure stops when either a genuine error path is found, or the urrent ART
represents a proof of program orre tness [9℄.
In this paper we present the Blast input language for spe ifying programveri ation tasks. The Blast spe i ation language onsists of two levels. On
?
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the lower level, observer automata are de ned to monitor the program exe ution
and de ide whether a safety property is violated. Observer automata an be
in nite-state and an tra k the program state, in luding the values of program
variables and type-state information asso iated with individual data obje ts. On
the higher level, relational queries over program lo ations are de ned whi h may
spe ify both stru tural program properties (e.g., the existen e of a synta ti path
between two lo ations) and semanti program properties (e.g., the existen e of
a feasible path between two lo ations). The evaluation of a semanti property
invokes the Blast model- he king engine. A semanti property may also refer
to an observer automaton, thus ombining the two levels of spe i ation.
Consider the following example. If we hange the de nition of a variable in a
program, we have to review all subsequent read a esses to that variable. Using
stati analysis we an nd all statements that use the variable, but the resulting
set is often impre ise (e.g., it may in lude dead ode) be ause of the pathinsensitive nature of the analysis. Model he king an avoid this impre ision.
In addition, using an observer automaton, we an ensure that we ompute only
those statements subsequent to the variable de nition whi h (1) use the variable
and (2) are not pre eded by a rede nition of the variable. The two spe i ation
levels allow the natural expression of su h a query: on the higher level, we spe ify
the lo ation-based rea hability property between de nition and use lo ations,
and at the lower level, we spe ify the desired temporal property by a monitor
automaton that wat hes out for rede nitions of the variable. The resulting query
asks the model he ker for the set of de nition-use pairs of program lo ations
that are onne ted by feasible paths along whi h no rede nitions o ur.
The Blast spe i ation language provides a onvenient user interfa e: it
keeps spe i ations separate from the program ode and makes the model he ker
easier to use for non-experts, as no manual program annotations with spe i ation ode (su h as assertions) are required. On one hand it is useful to orthogonalize on erns by separating program properties from the sour e ode, and
keeping them separated during development, in order to make it easier to understand and maintain both the program and the spe i ation [13℄. On the other
hand it is preferable for the programmer to spe ify program properties in a language that is similar to the programming language. We therefore use as mu h
as possible C-like syntax in the spe i ation language. The states of observer
automata are de ned using C type and variable de larations, and the automaton transitions are de ned using C ode. The query language is an imperative
s ripting language whose expressions spe ify rst-order relational onstraints on
program lo ations.
The two-level spe i ation stru ture provides two further bene ts. First, su h
stru tured spe i ations are easy to read, ompose, and revise. The relational
query language allows the programmer to treat the program as a database of
fa ts, whi h an be queried by the analysis engine. Moreover, individual parts
of a omposite query an be he ked in rementally when the program hanges,
as in regression testing [10℄. Se ond, the high-level query language an be used
to break down a veri ation task into several independent model- he king prob-

lems, ea h he king a low-level tra e property. Sin e the number of predi ates in
the ART is the main sour e of omplexity for the model- he king pro edure, the
de omposition of a veri ation task into several independent subtasks, ea h involving only a part of the program and/or a part of the spe i ation, an greatly
ontribute to the s alability of the veri ation pro ess [14,17℄. A simple instan e
of this o urs if a spe i ation onsists of a onjun tion of several properties
that an be model he ked independently. The relational query engine allows
the ompa t de nition of su h proof-de omposition strategies.
For a more instru tive example, suppose that we wish to he k that there
is no feasible path from a program lo ation `0 to a program lo ation `2 , and
that all synta ti paths from `0 to `2 go through lo ation `1 . Then we may
de ompose the veri ation task by guessing an intermediate predi ate p1 and
he king, independently, the following two simpler properties: (1) there is no
feasible path from `0 to `1 su h that p1 is false at the end of the path (at `1 ),
and (2) there is no feasible path from `1 to `2 su h that p1 is true at the beginning
of the path (at `1 ). Both proof obligations (1) and (2) may be mu h simpler to
model he k, with fewer predi ates needed, than the original veri ation task.
Moreover, ea h of the two proof obligations an be spe i ed as a rea hability
query over lo ations together with an observer automaton that spe i es the nal
(resp. initial) ondition p1 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we de ne the (lower-level)
language for spe ifying tra e properties through observer automata. In Se tion 3,
we de ne the (higher-level) language for spe ifying lo ation properties through
relational queries. In Se tion 4, we give several sample spe i ations, and in
Se tion 5, we brie y des ribe how the query pro essing is implemented in Blast.

Related work. Automata are often used to spe ify temporal safety proper-

ties, be ause they provide a onvenient, su in t notation and are often easier
to understand than formulas of temporal logi . For example, SLIC [2℄ spe i ations are used in the SLAM proje t [1℄ to generate C ode for model he king.
However, SLIC does not support type-state properties and is limited to the
spe i ation of interfa es, be ause it monitors only fun tion alls and returns.
Metal [7℄ and MOPS [4℄ allow more general pattern languages, but the ( nite)
state of the automaton must be expli itly enumerated. Temporal-logi spe i ations, often enri hed with synta ti sugar (\patterns"), are used in Bandera [5℄
and Feaver [12℄. Type-state veri ation [16℄ is an important on ept for ensuring
the reliability of software, but the generally used assumption in this eld is to
onsider all paths of a program as feasible. Relational algebra has been applied
to analyze the stru ture of large programs [3℄ and in dynami analysis [6℄. Also
the de omposition of veri ation tasks has been re ognized as a key issue and
strategy-de nition languages have been proposed [14,17℄. However, the use of a
relational query language to group queries and de ompose proof obligations in
a model- he king environment seems novel.

2 Tra e Properties: Observer Automata
Tra e properties are expressed using observer automata. These provide a way
to spe ify temporal safety properties of C programs based on synta ti pattern
mat hing of C ode. An observer automaton onsists of a olle tion of synta ti
patterns that, when mat hed against the urrent exe ution point of the observed
program, trigger transitions in the observer. Rather than being limited to a
nite number of states, the observer may have global variables of any C type,
and it may tra k type-state information asso iated with the program variables.
The observer transitions are also spe i ed in C syntax; they may read program
variables and both read and write observer variables.

2.1 Syntax
The de nition of an observer automaton onsists of a set of de larations, ea h
de ning an observer variable, a type state, an initial ondition, a nal ondition,
or an event. Figure 1 gives the grammar for spe ifying observer automata.
Observer:
De lSeq:
De laration:

Temporal:
Pattern:
Assertion:
A tion:

|
|
|
|

De lSeq
De laration | De lSeq De laration
'GLOBAL' CVarDef
'SHADOW' CTypeName '{' CFieldSeq '}'
'INITIAL' '{' CExpression '}'
'FINAL' '{' CExpression '}'
'EVENT' '{'
Temporal
'PATTERN' '{' Pattern '}'
Assertion
A tion
'}'
'BEFORE' | 'AFTER' | empty
ParamCStmt | ParamCStmt 'AT' Lo Des
'ASSERT' '{' CExpression '}' | empty
'ACTION' '{' CStatementSeq '}' | empty

Fig. 1. The grammar for the observer spe i ation language.
Observer variables. The ontrol state of an observer automaton onsists of

a global part and a per-obje t part. The global part of the observer state is
determined by a set of typed, global observer variables. Ea h observer variable
may have any C type, and is de lared following the keyword GLOBAL, where the
nonterminal CVarDef stands for any C variable de laration. For example, in the
ase of a spe i ation that restri ts the number of alls to a ertain fun tion, an
observer variable numCalls of type int might be used to tra k the number of
alls made: \GLOBAL int numCalls;".

Type states. The keyword SHADOW allows the programmer to de ne additional

ontrol state of the observer automaton on a per-obje t basis. For this purpose,
ea h distin t C type CTypeName whi h o urs in the program may have a type
state de lared in the spe i ation. The type-state information is de lared by
the nonterminal CFieldSeq, whi h stands for any sequen e of eld de nitions
for a C stru ture. These elds are then added as type state to every program
variable of type CTypeName. For example, in the ase that the program uses
a type sta k to de lare sta ks, the following type state may be used to tra k
the size of ea h program variable of type sta k: \SHADOW sta k fint size;g".
Then, during veri ation, the type sta k is repla ed by a new stru ture type
with the additional eld size.
Initial and nal onditions. The initial states of the observer automaton
are de ned by initial onditions. Ea h initial ondition is de lared following the
keyword INITIAL as a boolean expression. The nonterminal CExpression is a
(side-e e t free) C expression that may refer to observer variables, but also to
global program variables and asso iated type-state information. This allows us
to en ode a pre ondition when starting the veri ation pro ess. We all the
onjun tion of all initial onditions the pre ondition of the observer automaton.
If no initial ondition is spe i ed, then the pre ondition is true. Final onditions
are just like initial onditions, and their onjun tion is alled the post ondition
of the observer automaton. The post ondition is used to he k the program and
observer states after any nite tra e.
Events. The transitions of the observer automaton are de ned by events. Ea h
event observes all program steps and, if a mat h is obtained, spe i es how the
state of the observer (global variables and type states) hanges. The keyword
EVENT is followed by up to four parts: a temporal quali er, a pattern, an assertion,
and an a tion. Intuitively, at ea h point in the program exe ution, the observer
he ks the urrent program statement (i.e., AST node) being exe uted against
the pattern of ea h event. If more than one pattern mat hes, then Blast de lares
the spe i ation to be invalid for the given program. If only one pattern mat hes,
then the orresponding assertion is he ked. If the assertion is violated, then the
observer reje ts the tra e; otherwise it exe utes the orresponding a tion. The
Temporal quali er is either BEFORE or AFTER. It spe i es whether the observer
transition is exe uted before or after the sour e- ode AST node that mat hes
the pattern. If a temporal quali er is omitted, it is assumed to be BEFORE.
The keyword PATTERN is followed by a statement that is mat hed against the
program sour e ode. The pattern is de ned by the nonterminal ParamCStmt,
followed by an optional program-lo ation des riptor. A pattern is either a C assignment statement or a C fun tion all that involves side-e e t free expressions.
The pattern may refer to variables named $i, for i  1, whi h are mat hed
against arbitrary C expressions in the program. Ea h su h pattern variable may
appear at most on e in a pattern. There is also a pattern variable named $?,
whi h plays the role of a wild- ard. It may o ur multiple times in a pattern,
and di erent o urren es may mat h the empty string, a C expression, or an arbitrary number of a tual parameters in a fun tion all. The lo ation des riptor

Lo Des is either a C label, or a string that on atenates the sour e le name
with a line number; e.g., the string \file 19" refers to line number 19 of the
sour e le file. If a lo ation des riptor is spe i ed, then the pattern is mat hed
only against program lo ations that mat h the des riptor.

The keyword ASSERT is followed by a program invariant that must hold every
time the orresponding pattern mat hes. Here, CExpression is a boolean ondition expressed as a C expression that may refer to global program variables,
observer variables, numbered pattern variables $i that o ur in the orresponding
pattern (whi h may mat h lo al program variables), and type-state information
asso iated with any of these. Numbered pattern variables in an assertion refer
to the expressions with whi h they are uni ed by the pattern mat hing that
triggers the event. If an assertion is omitted, it is assumed to be always true.
If during program exe ution the pattern of an event mat hes, but the urrent
state violates the assertion, then the observer is said to reje t the tra e.
The keyword ACTION is followed by a sequen e of C statements that are exeuted every time the orresponding pattern mat hes. The ode in CStatementSeq
has the following restri tions. First, as in assertions, the only read variables are
global program variables, observer variables, numbered pattern variables, and
asso iated type states. Se ond, the a tion ode may write only to observer variables and to type-state information. In parti ular, an observer a tion must not
hange the program state. If an a tion is omitted, it is assumed to be the empty
sequen e of statements.

Example 1. [Lo king℄ Consider the informal spe i ation that a program must

a quire and release lo ks in stri t alternation. The observer automaton de ned in
Figure 2(a) spe i es the orre t usage of lo king fun tions. An observer variable
lo ked is reated to tra k the status of the (only) global lo k. Simple events
mat h alls to the relevant fun tions. The event for init initializes the observer
variable to 0, indi ating that the lo k is not in use. The other two events ensure
that the lo k is not in use with ea h all of the fun tion lo k, and is in use
with ea h all of unlo k. When these assertions su eed, the observer variable
is updated and exe ution pro eeds; when an assertion fails, an error is signaled.
The wild- ards $?'s mat h either a variable to whi h the result of a fun tion
all is assigned, or the absen e of su h an assignment, thus making the patterns
over all possible alls to the fun tions lo k and unlo k.

Figure 2(b) shows the same spe i ation, but now the program ontains
several lo ks, and the fun tions lo k and unlo k take a lo k as a parameter. A
lo k is assumed to be an obje t of type lo k t. The observer introdu es a type
state lo ked with ea h lo k of the program, and he ks and updates the type
state whenever one of the fun tions init, lo k, and unlo k is alled.
t
u

GLOBAL int lo ked;

SHADOW lo k_t { int lo ked; }

EVENT {
PATTERN { $? = init(); }
ACTION { lo ked = 0; }
}
EVENT {
PATTERN { $? = lo k(); }
ASSERT { lo ked == 0 }
ACTION { lo ked = 1; }
}
EVENT {
PATTERN { $? = unlo k(); }
ASSERT { lo ked == 1 }
ACTION { lo ked = 0; }
}

EVENT {
}
EVENT {

}
EVENT {

}

PATTERN { init($1); }
ACTION { $1->lo ked = 0; }
PATTERN { lo k($1); }
ASSERT { $1->lo ked == 0 }
ACTION { $1->lo ked = 1; }
PATTERN { unlo k($1); }
ASSERT { $1->lo ked == 1 }
ACTION { $1->lo ked = 0; }

Fig. 2. (a) Spe i ation for a global lo k. (b) Spe i ation for several lo ks.
2.2 Semanti s
The semanti s of a tra e property is given by running the observer automaton
in parallel with the program. The automaton a epts a program tra e if along
the tra e, every time an observer event mat hes, the orresponding assertion is
true, and moreover, if the tra e is nite, then the values of the variables at the
end of the tra e satisfy the post ondition of the observer automaton. Dually,
the automaton reje ts the tra e if either some assertion or the post ondition
fails. We give the semanti s of the omposition of a program and an observer
automaton by instrumenting the program sour e ode with C ode for the observer variable, type-state, and event de larations, i.e., the original program is
transformed into a new program by a sequen e of simple steps. This transformation is performed stati ally on the program before starting the model- he king
engine on the transformed program.
Synta ti pattern mat hing on literal C ode must deal with ode stru turing
issues. Blast performs pattern mat hing against a simpli ed subset of C statements. In our implementation, rst a sound transformation from C programs
to the simpli ed statement language is performed by CIL [15℄. These simpli ed
statements onsist only of variable assignments and fun tion alls involving sidee e t free expressions. Se ond, Blast's instrumentation of the program with the
observer is performed on the simpli ed language. Third, Blast performs model
he king on the instrumented program, whi h is represented by a graph whose
nodes orrespond to program lo ations and whose edges are labeled with sequen es of simpli ed statements [11℄. The model he ker takes as input also the
pre- and post onditions of the observer automaton, as des ribed in the next
se tion.

Instrumenting programs. In the following we de ne the program instrumen-

tation with the observer automaton by des ribing a transformation rule for ea h
onstru t of the observer spe i ation.
Observer variables. De larations of observer variables are inserted as global de larations in the C program.
Type state. The type-state elds de lared by the observer automaton are inserted into the de larations se tion of the C program by repla ing the original
de larations of the orresponding types. The a tual transformation depends on
the \shadowed" type. If the shadowed type is abstra t, then the type itself is
repla ed. In this ase, the elds of the original type annot be analyzed, be ause
their de nition is not available. If the shadowed type is not abstra t, then the
original type be omes one eld of the new type, with the other elds holding the
type-state information. All type a esses in the program are modi ed a ordingly. For the example in Figure 2(b), rst assume that lo k t is an abstra t
type for the lo king data stru ture. Then the type-state de laration
SHADOW lo k_t { int lo ked; }

is transformed and inserted as follows in the de larations se tion of the program:
stru t __shadow0__ { int lo ked; };
typedef stru t __shadow0__ *lo k_t;

If, on the other hand, the type lo k t is de ned as
stru t lo k_t_stru t { int lo k_info; }
typedef stru t lo k_t_stru t *lo k_t;

then the type name is hanged to lo k t orig and the type-state de laration is
transformed and inserted as follows:
stru t __shadow0__ { lo k_t_orig shadowed; int lo ked; };
typedef stru t __shadow0__ *lo k_t;

Additionally, in this ase, for every instan e mylo k of type lo k t, ea h o urren e of mylo k->lo k info is repla ed by mylo k->shadowed->lo k info.
Events. For every event de laration of the observer automaton an if-statement
is generated. The ondition of that if-statement is a opy of the assertion, where
the pattern variables $i are repla ed by the mat hing C expressions. The thenbran h ontains a opy of the a tion ode, again with the pla e holders substituted a ordingly. The else-bran h ontains a transition to the reje ting state of
the automaton. Then the original program is traversed to nd every mat hing
statement for the pattern of the event. The pattern is mat hed if the pla e holders ($i and $?) in the pattern an be repla ed by ode fragments su h that the
pattern be omes identi al to the examined statement. If two or more patterns
mat h the same statement, then Blast stops and signals that the spe i ation
is invalid (ambiguous) for the given program. As spe i ed by the temporal quali er BEFORE or AFTER, the generated if-statement is inserted before or after ea h

mat hing program statement. Consider, for example, the se ond event de laration from Figure 2(a). For this event, every o urren e of the ode fragment
lo k(); mat hes the pattern, whether or not the return value is assigned to
a variable (be ause of the wild- ard $? on the left-hand side of the pattern).
The instrumentation adds the following ode before every all to lo k in the
program:
if (lo ked == 0) {
lo ked = 1;
} else {
{ __reje t = 1; }
}

// transition to reje ting state

Note that the reje ting state of the observer automaton is modeled by the impli itly de ned observer variable reje t. This variable must not o ur in the
program nor in the observer de laration.
Observer semanti s. A state of a program P is a pair (`; v) onsisting of a
program lo ation ` and a memory valuation v . Let ` and `0 be two program
lo ations, and let p and p0 be two predi ates over the program variables. The
pair (`0 ; p0 ) is rea hable in P from the pair (`; p) if there exists an exe utable
state sequen e ( nite tra e) of P from a state (`; v ) to a state (`0 ; v 0 ), for some
memory valuation v that satis es p and some valuation v 0 that satis es p0 .
We an now de ne the semanti s of an observer automaton A over a program
P in terms of the tra es of the instrumented program PA . Let pre be the predi ate
pre A ^ ( reje t = 0), where pre A is the pre ondition of A, and let post be the
predi ate post A ^ ( reje t = 0), where post A is the post ondition of A. The
lo ation `0 is A-a ept-rea hable in P from ` if (`0 ; post ) is rea hable in PA from
(`; pre ). The lo ation `0 is A-reje t-rea hable in P from ` if (`0 ; :post ) is rea hable
in PA from (`; pre ). Note that both a ept- and reje t-rea hability postulate the
existen e of a feasible path in P from ` to `0 ; the di eren e depends only on
whether the observer automaton a epts or reje ts. In parti ular, it may be that
0
` is both A-a
ept- and A-reje t-rea hable in P from `.

3 Lo ation Properties: Relational Queries
Every observer automaton en odes a tra e property. At a higher level, observer
automata an be ombined by relational queries. The queries operate on program lo ations and spe ify properties using sets and relations over program loations. The query language is an imperative s ripting language that extends the
predi ate al ulus: it provides rst-order relational expressions (but no fun tion
symbols) as well as statements for variable assignment and ontrol ow.

3.1 Syntax
A simple query is a sequen e of statements, where ea h statement is either an
assignment or a print statement. There are three types of variables: string, property, and relation variables. A string variable may express a program lo ation, a

Statement:

BoolExp:

StrExp:

PropVar ':=' '[' Observer '℄' ';'
| RelVar '(' StrExp ',' StrExp ')' ':=' BoolExp ';'
| 'PRINT' StrExp ';' | 'PRINT' BoolExp ';'
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

RelVar '(' StrExp ',' StrExp ')'
'TRUE' '(' StrVar ')' | 'FALSE' '(' StrVar ')'
BoolExp '&' BoolExp
// onjun tion
BoolExp '|' BoolExp
// disjun tion
'!' BoolExp
// negation
'EXISTS' '(' StrVar ',' BoolExp ')'
'MATCH' '(' RegExp ',' StrVar ')'
'A-REACH' '(' BoolExp ',' BoolExp ',' PropVar ')'
'R-REACH' '(' BoolExp ',' BoolExp ',' PropVar ')'
StrLit | StrVar

Fig. 3. Partial syntax of the query language.
fun tion name, or a ode fragment. The property variables range over observer
automata (i.e., tra e properties), as de ned in the previous se tion. The relation
variables range over sets of tuples of strings. There is no need to de lare the
type of a variable; it is determined by the value of the rst assignment to the
variable. For the onvenient and stru tured expression of more omplex queries,
the language also has onstru ts (IF, WHILE, FOR) for the onditional exe ution
and iteration of statements.
The expression language permits rst-order quanti ation over string variables. In the right-hand side expression of an assignment, every variable must
either be a relation variable and have been previously assigned a value, or it
must be a string variable that is quanti ed or o urs free. The implemented
query language allows relations of arbitrary arity, but for simpli ity, let us restri t this dis ussion to binary relation variables. Also, let us write x and y for
the values of the string variables x and y, and R for the set of pairs denoted
by the binary relation variable R. Then the boolean expression R(x,y) evaluates
to true i (x; y ) 2 R. To assign a new value to the relation variable R we write
\R(x,y) := e" short for \for all x,y let R(x,y) := e," where e is a boolean
expression that may ontain free o urren es of x and y.
Ea h print statement has as argument a boolean expression, with possibly
some free o urren es of string variables. The result is a print-out of all value
assignments to the free variables whi h make the expression true. For example,
\PRINT R(x,y)" outputs the header (x; y) followed by all pairs (x; y ) of strings
su h that (x; y ) 2 R.
The grammar for queries without ontrol- ow onstru ts is shown in Figure 3.
The nonterminals StrVar, PropVar, and RelVar refer to any C identi er; StrLit
is a string literal; Observer is a spe i ation of an observer automaton, as de ned
in Se tion 2; and RegExp is a Unix regular expression.

3.2 Semanti s
The rst-order onstru ts ( onjun tion, disjun tion, negation, existential quanti ation) as well as the imperative onstru ts (assignments, ontrol ow, output) have the usual meaning. The boolean expression MATCH(e,x) evaluates to
true i the value of the string variable x mat hes the regular expression e.
Rea hability queries. Consider an input program P , and a property variable
A denoting an observer automaton A. Let sour e and target be two boolean
expressions ea h with a single free string variable, say lo s and lo t. The
boolean expression A-REACH(sour e, target, A) evaluates to true for given values
s and `0 for lo t i sour e and target evaluate to true for ` and `0 ,
` for lo
respe tively, and `0 is A-a ept-rea hable in P from `. The boolean expression
R-REACH(sour e, target, A) evaluates to true for given values ` for lo s and `0
for lo t i sour e and target evaluate to true for ` and `0 , respe tively, and `0
is A-reje t-rea hable in P from `. These relations are evaluated by invoking the
Blast model he ker on the instrumented program.
Synta ti sugar. Using the above primitives, we an de ne some other useful queries as follows. The property variable Empty denotes the empty observer
automaton, whi h has no events and pre- and post onditions that are always
true. The ma ro REACH(sour e, target) is short-hand for A-REACH(sour e, target, Empty); it evaluates to true for given values ` for lo s and `0 for lo t i
both sour e and target evaluate to true and there is a feasible path in P from `
to `0 . The ma ro SAFE(sour e, A) is short-hand for

sour e & !EXISTS(lo t, R-REACH(sour e, TRUE(lo t), A))
This boolean expression evaluates to true for a given value ` for lo s i sour e
evaluates to true and there is no feasible path in P from ` whi h makes the
observer A enter a reje ting state.
Synta ti relations. There are a number of useful prede ned synta ti relation
variables. These are restri ted to relations that an be extra ted from the AST of
the program. The following relations are automati ally initialized after starting
the query interpreter to a ess information about the synta ti stru ture of the
program:

{ LOC FUNC(lo ,fname) evaluates to true i the program lo ation lo is ontained in the body of the C fun tion fname.

{ LOC FUNC INIT(lo ,fname) evaluates to true i the program lo ation lo
is the initial lo ation of the C fun tion fname.

{ LOC LABEL(lo ,lname) evaluates to true i the lo ation lo
C label lname.

{ LOC LHSVAR(lo ,vname) evaluates to true i the lo ation lo

ontains the

ontains the
variable vname on the left-hand side of an assignment.
{ LOC RHSVAR(lo ,vname) evaluates to true i the lo ation lo ontains the
variable vname on the right-hand side of an assignment.
{ LOC TEXT(lo ,sour e ode) evaluates to true i the C ode at the lo ation
lo is identi al to sour e ode.

{ CALL(fname,fun name allee) evaluates to true i the fun tion fname (synta ti ally) alls the fun tion fun name allee.

Other relations that re e t the synta ti stru ture of the program an be added
as needed.

Example 2. [Rea hability analysis℄ The following query omputes all rea hable lines that ontain the program ode abort:

sour e(lo ) := LOC_FUNC_INIT(lo ,"main");
target(lo ) :=
EXISTS(text, LOC_TEXT(lo ,text) & MATCH("abort",text));
result(lo 1,lo 2) := REACH(sour e(lo 1),target(lo 2));
PRINT result(lo 1,_);

The rst statement of the query assigns a set of program lo ations to the relation
variable sour e. The set ontains all lo ations that are ontained in the body
of fun tion main. The se ond statement onstru ts the set of program lo ations
that ontain the ode abort. The third statement omputes a set of pairs of
program lo ations. A pair of lo ations is ontained in the set result i there is
an exe utable program tra e from some lo ation in sour e to some lo ation in
target. The last statement prints out a list of all sour e lo ations with a feasible
path to an abort statement. The symbol \ " is used as an abbreviation for an
existentially quanti ed string variable whi h is not used elsewhere.
t
u

Example 3. [Dead- ode analysis℄ The following query omputes the set of
lo ations of the fun tion main that are not rea hable by any program exe ution
(the \dead" lo ations):
live(lo 1,lo 2) :=
REACH(LOC_FUNC_INIT(lo 1,"main"),LOC_FUNC(lo 2,_));
rea hed(lo ) := live(_,lo );
PRINT "Following lo ations within 'main' are not rea hable:";
PRINT !rea hed(lo ) & LOC_FUNC(lo ,"main");

We rst ompute the set of all program lo ations that are rea hable from the
initial lo ation of the fun tion main. We print the omplement of this set, whi h
represents dead ode, restri ted to the set of lo ations of the fun tion main. u
t
Both of the above examples are simple rea hability queries. Examples of more
advan ed queries, whi h ombine lo ation and tra e properties, are presented in
the next se tion.

4 Examples
Impa t analysis. Consider the C program displayed in Figure 4(a). At the label

START, the variable j is assigned a value. We wish to nd the lo ations that are
a e ted by this assignment, i.e., the rea hable lo ations that use the variable j
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int j;
void f(int j){};
int ompute() {
int i;
START: j = 1;
i = 1;
if (i==0) {
f(j);
// affe ted if i==0
}
if (i==0) {
j = 2;
}
if (j==2) { // affe ted if i==1
f(j);
// not affe ted if i==0
}
return 0;
}
int main() {
ompute();
return 0;
}

GLOBAL int gDefined ;
INITIAL { gDefined == 0 }
EVENT {
PATTERN { j = $1; }
ACTION { gDefined ++ ; }
}
FINAL { gDefined == 1 }

Fig. 4. (a) C program. (b) Impa t automaton A.
before it is rede ned. Consider the observer automaton A shown in Figure 4(b).
Along a tra e, every assignment to j in rements the variable gDefined. Thus,
gDefined is equal to 1 only when there has been exa tly one de nition of j. The
nal ondition ensures that along a nite tra e, no rede nition of j has o urred.
Hen e, the desired set of lo ations is omputed by the following query:
affe ted(l1,l2) :=
A-REACH(LOC_LABEL(l1,"START"), LOC_RHSVAR(l2,"j"), A);
PRINT affe ted(_,l2);

For our example, Blast reports that the de nition of the variable j at line 5
has impa t on line 13. It has no impa t on line 8, as that line is not rea hable
be ause of line 6. On the other hand, if line 6 is hanged to \i=0;", then line 8 is
rea hable and a e ted. Now, line 11 is rea hable and therefore a rede nition of j
takes pla e. Thus, line 13 is not a e ted. To ompute the e e t of ea h de nition
of j, we an hange the rst argument of A-REACH to LOC LHSVAR(l1,"j").
GLOBAL int __E;
INITIAL (__E == 0);
EVENT {
PATTERN { $? = seteuid($1); }
ACTION { __E = $1; }
}

EVENT {
PATTERN { $? = system($?); }
ASSERT { __E != 0 }
}

Fig. 5. (a) E e tive UID automaton. (b) Sys all privilege automaton.

Se urity analysis. Consider a simpli ed spe i ation for the manipulation of

privileges in setuid programs [4℄. Unix pro esses an exe ute at several privilege levels; higher privilege levels may be required to a ess restri ted system
resour es. Privilege levels are based on user id's. The seteuid system all is
used to set the e e tive user id of a pro ess, and hen e its privilege level. The
e e tive user id 0 (or root) allows a pro ess full privileges to a ess all system
resour es. The system all runs a program as a new pro ess with the privilege
level of the urrent e e tive user id. The observer automaton B in Figure 5(a)
tra ks the status of the e e tive user id by maintaining an observer variable
E, whi h denotes the urrent e e tive user id. Initially, E is set to 0. The $1
pattern variable in the seteuid pattern mat hes the a tual parameter. Every
time seteuid is alled, the value of E is updated to be equal to the parameter
passed to seteuid in the program.
Suppose we want to he k that the fun tion system is never alled while
holding root privileges. This an be done by adding the event in Figure 5(b)
to the automaton B ( all the resulting automaton B') and omputing the query
\SAFE(LOC FUNC INIT(lo , "main"), B')". The $? wild- ard in the system
pattern is used to mat h all remaining parameters. As long as the assertion is
satis ed, the observer does nothing, be ause the a tion is empty; however, if the
assertion is not satis ed, the tra e is reje ted.
Now suppose we want to know whi h lo ations of the program an be run
with root privileges, i.e., with E = 0. This an be a omplished by the following
query:
target(lo ) := LOC_FUNC(lo ,_);
rootPriv(lo 1,lo 2) :=
A-REACH(LOC_FUNC_INIT(lo 1, "main"), target(lo 2), B");
PRINT rootPriv(_,lo );

where automaton B" is automaton B with the nal ondition \FINAL ( E==0);".

De omposing veri ation tasks. We now show how the relational query language and observer automata an be ombined to de ompose the veri ation
pro ess [14℄. Consider an event e of an observer automaton A with the post ondition post A . We say that e extends A if (1) the assertion of e is always true, and
(2) the a tion of e writes only to variables not read by A. Let A:e be the observer
automaton obtained by adding to A (1) a fresh observer variable x e, (2) the
initial ondition x e == 0, and (3) the ode x e = 1 as the rst instru tion in
the body of the a tion of e. De ne RSplit:A:e to be the pair of observer automata
(A:e+
; A:er ) whi h are A:e with the post onditions hanged to x e = 1 ) post A
r
and x e 6= 1 ) post A , respe tively. De ne ASplit:A:e to be the pair of automata
(A:e+
hanged to x e = 1 ^ post A
a ; A:ea ) whi h are A:e with the post onditions
and xe 6= 1 ^ post A , respe tively.
Lemma 1. Let P be a program, let A be an observer automaton, and let e be an
event that extends A. Let (A1; A2 ) = RSplit:A:e (resp. (A1 ; A2 ) = ASplit:A:e).
A lo ation `0 is A-reje t-rea hable (resp. A-a ept-rea hable) in P from ` i

either `0 is A1 -reje t-rea hable (resp. A1 -a ept-rea hable) in
A2 -reje t-rea hable (resp. A2 -a ept-rea hable) in P from `.

P

from `, or `0 is

The split partitions the program tra es into those where the event e o urs
and those where it doesn't o ur. We an now extend our query language to
allow for boolean ma ro expressions of the following kind: b SPLIT e, where b is
a boolean expression and e is an event. This ma ro stands for b with ea h o urren e of a subexpression of the form R-REACH(, , A), where e extends A, repla ed by R-REACH(, , A1 ) | R-REACH(, , A2 ), where (A1 ; A2 ) = RSplit:A:e,
and ea h o urren e of a subexpression of the form A-REACH(, , A) repla ed
with A-REACH(, , A1 ) | A-REACH(, , A2 ), where (A1 ; A2 ) = ASplit:A:e. By
Lemma 1, the boolean expression b SPLIT e is equivalent to b. With a judi ious
hoi e of events, we an therefore break down the evaluation of a omplex query
into multiple simpler queries.
We illustrate this using the example of a Windows devi e driver for a oppy
disk4 , and on entrate the Plug and Play (PNP) manager, whi h ommuniates requests to devi es via I/O request pa kets. For example, the request
IRP MN START DEVICE instru ts the driver to do all ne essary hardware and software initialization so that the devi e an fun tion. Figure 6 shows the ode for
the PNP manager. The ode does some set-up work and then bran hes to handle
ea h PNP request. We wish to verify a property of the driver that spe i es the
way I/O request pa kets must be handled5 . Let A be the observer automaton for
the property.
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NTSTATUS FloppyPnp( IN PDEVICE_OBJECT Devi eObje t, IN PIRP Irp) {
...
PIO_STACK_LOCATION irpSp = IoGetCurrentIrpSta kLo ation( Irp );
...
swit h ( irpSp->MinorFun tion ) {
L_1: ase IRP_MN_START_DEVICE:
ntStatus = FloppyStart(Devi eObje t, Irp);
break;
L_2: ase IRP_MN_QUERY_STOP_DEVICE:
...
break;
// several other ases
L_k: default:
...
}
...
return ntStatus;
}

Fig. 6. A oppy driver.
4
5

Available with the Mi rosoft Windows DDK.
Personal ommuni ation with T. Ball and S. Rajamani.

Intuitively, the veri ation an be broken into ea h kind of request sent by
the PNP manager, that is, if we an prove the absen e of error for ea h ase in
the swit h statement, we have proved the program orre t with respe t to the
property. Let e 1, . . . , e k be the events that denote the rea hing of the program
labels L 1, . . . , L k, whi h orrespond to ea h ase in the swit h statement. The
following relational query en odes the proof de omposition:
( ... (SAFE(LOC_FUNC_INIT(lo ,"FloppyPnp"), A) SPLIT e_1)
... SPLIT e_k)

This query breaks the safety property spe i ed by A into several simpler queries,
one for ea h ombination of possible bran hes of the swit h statement. While this
results in exponentially many subqueries, all but k of these subqueries (where
more than one, or none of the events happens) are evaluated very eÆ iently by
exploiting the synta ti ontrol- ow stru ture of the program, by noting that a
violation of the subproperty is synta ti ally impossible. The remaining k ases,
whi h are synta ti ally possible, are then model he ked independently, leading
to a more eÆ ient he k, be ause independent abstra tions an be maintained.

5 Tool Ar hite ture
The overall ar hite ture of the implementation is shown in Figure 7. CIL [15℄
parses the input program and produ es the AST used by the program transformer. The query parser parses the spe i ation le and extra ts programtransformation rules to later guide the program instrumentation. It also prepares
the data stru tures for the relational omputations. The program transformer
takes as input the representation of the original program and the transformation rules. When required by the query interpreter, it takes one parti ular set
of transformation rules at a time ( orresponding to one observer automaton)
and performs the instrumentation. The result is the AST of the instrumented
ode. The query interpreter is the entral ontrolling unit in this ar hite ture. It
dispat hes the urrent query from the query queue to the relational-algebra engine for exe ution. If the next statement is a REACH expression, it rst requests
the instrumented version of the program from the transformer, then requests
the relational-manipulation engine to transfer the input relations to the modelhe king engine, and then starts the model he ker Blast. When the model
he king is ompleted, the relational-manipulation engine stores the results of
the query and gives the ontrol ba k to the query interpreter.
The relational-algebra engine is a al ulator for relational expressions. It
uses a highly optimized BDD-based library for querying and manipulating relations [3℄. This library deals with relations on the level of predi ate al ulus.
There is no need to en ode variables and values to bit representations, be ause
the library provides automati value en oding and eÆ ient high-level operations
to abstra t from the ore BDD algorithms.

Fig. 7. Ar hite ture of the veri ation toolkit.
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